
GAMBLING THRILL  ADVENTURE
SPINS2WIN

Welcome to Spins2Win, the thrilling peer-
to-peer betting project where you have
total control over the odds you're willing to
take and the amount you want to play!

SPINS2WIN: A Unique Experience in
the World of Solana P2P Betting
SPINS2WIN: A Unique Experience in
the World of Solana P2P Betting

USDC on Solana: Stability and TransparencyUSDC on Solana: Stability and Transparency
You'll need USDC on the Solana network; this
stable coin ensures an exact understanding of
the prizes to be received, providing absolute
security and transparency for users.

NFTs for Deeper EngagementNFTs for Deeper Engagement
Our dividend NFTs and referral NFTs
are another way to be part of
Spins2Win, adding an exclusive
touch to your gaming experience.

The Valuable Spins: 5 Unique GamesThe Valuable Spins: 5 Unique Games
We offer 5 exciting games for 2 to 4
players, each with unique features.
You control the odds you want to
take (25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, 75%) and
know in detail the potential winnings.
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SPINS2WIN

SPIN360 SPIN270 SPINKO

SPIN3UP

Odds 25%
to win 360%

Odds 33%
to win 270%

4  PLAYERS
1 WINNER

PRIZES - PRIZES - $360$360
WINNER 1 - $360

LOOSER 1 - $0
LOOSER 2 - $0
LOOSER 3 - $0

WINNER 1 - $270
LOOSER 1 - $0
LOOSER 2 -$0

Referral rewards
4% - $16

3  PLAYERS
1 WINNER

PRIZES - PRIZES - $270$270

Referral rewards
4% - $12

Odds 50%
to win 80%

WINNER 1 - $180
LOOSER 1 - $0
LOOSER 2 -$0

2  PLAYERS
1 WINNER

PRIZES - $180PRIZES - $180

Referral rewards
4% - $8

SPIN2SPLIT
Odds 66%

to win 35%
Odds 33%

to win 270%
3  PLAYERS
1 WINNER

PRIZES - PRIZES - $270$270
WINNER 1 - $135
WINNER 2 - $135

LOOSER 1 - $0
Referral rewards

4% - $12

3  PLAYERS
1 WINNER

PRIZES - PRIZES - $360$360

Referral rewards
4% - $16

WINNER 1 - $120
WINNER 2 - $120
WINNER 3 - $120

LOOSER 1 - $0

The distribution of each spins will be as follows; 90% prizes, 4%
referrals, 4% team, 1% dividends, 1% jackpots.
Here are the details using $100 bets as an example for different spins;
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SPINS2WIN

Tokenomics:        USDC and        SPINSTokenomics:        USDC and        SPINS

Choose the buy-in that suits your requirements,
from $5, $10, $20, $30, $40, $50, etc . Design
your strategy for the short or long term, choose
how much to play, and what risk to take. Set
your own daily, weekly, or monthly betting limits.

Jackpots for Bigger PrizesJackpots for Bigger Prizes
A percentage of each spin is allocated to
the daily, weekly, and monthly jackpots,
giving you exciting opportunities to win
even larger prizes.

You'll need USDC to participate, and every $1 USDC played gives
you 5 $SPINS tokens. These tokens can be redeemed for dividend
NFTs when you meet the necessary requirements.

Design Your Strategy, Set Your LimitsDesign Your Strategy, Set Your Limits

With our Victory referral NFTs, you'll receive
4% of each guest every time they participate
in any of our games, regardless of whether
they win or not.

Victory Referral NFT; Share the excitementVictory Referral NFT; Share the excitement
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SPINS2WIN

We offer 3 types of dividend NFTs, each with
differentcharacteristics adapted to different user profiles.

GTA dividend NFTs offer daily rewards
between 1% and 10%, At the official launch it
will be configured for 2.5% daily.With 5
different levels, each with unique features, they
give you the opportunity to participate in this
exciting project.

NFTs GTA Dividends: A Unique OpportunityNFTs GTA Dividends: A Unique Opportunity

Gold NFT GTA - ($300) - Supply - 100 Gold NFT GTA - ($300) - Supply - 100 
Rewards up to x5 of the  purchase
value, maximun $1,500.
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Silver NFT GTA - ($100) - Supply - 150 Silver NFT GTA - ($100) - Supply - 150 
Rewards up to x5 of the  purchase
value, maximun $500.

Bronze NFT GTA - ($50) - Supply - 200 Bronze NFT GTA - ($50) - Supply - 200 
Rewards up to x5 of the  purchase
value, maximun $250.

When you have reached the maximum rewards you will have to
update your NFT by paying the purchase price. With our dividend
NFTs you will not need referral Victory NFTs.
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SPINS2WIN

You'll need a wallet on the Solana network and
USDC. To play, choose a spin, select the
amount you want to play, and wait for the
registration to complete. A spinning wheel will
choose the winners, providing a unique and
exciting experience.

How to Play Spins2Win

A World of Excitement Awaits You in Spins2Win
Join us on this exciting journey at Spins2Win
and experience the thrill of every spin. Stay
connected and get ready for the fun!
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  PlayPlay          SPINSPIN          WINWIN

SPINS LEVELSSPINS LEVELS
Level BronzeLevel BronzeLevel Bronze                                                            Level SilverLevel SilverLevel Silver                                                            Level GoldLevel GoldLevel Gold

               $5  $10  $20                                 $30  $40  $50                                 $60  $80  $100

   Level PremiumLevel PremiumLevel Premium                                                   Level DeluxeLevel DeluxeLevel Deluxe                                                   Level LeyendLevel LeyendLevel Leyend
               $200  $400  $600                 $800  $1,000  $ 1,200           $1,500  $2,000 $5,000
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